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interventions - how to move forward Kopčany?
Going back from the present to the past and vice versa in the Czech-Slovak border area in
Kopčany

diagram of the concept
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1 • Alley

This Baroque landscape is dominated by alley. A long straight line runs from Holíč through the
chateau. It goes through the countryside. It divides. Connects. This historical layer helps us to seize
the whole territory, to give it a meaning. The alley is the basis of this concept. Individual interventions, small and large, are hung around it like beads. The alley now not only functions as a formal
aesthetic element, it has many more functions. New green spots are emerging on its axis. With its
help, the large fields are divided into smaller parts. The axis also crosses the Morava river and flows
further into the Czech Republic. A new animal ford is built here. Bank and riverbed are restored,
the river is not a border anymore. The ford serves as a natural alternative to the nearby bridge. The
alley has the potential to become a local biocorridor.
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Kopčany. The local landscape has undergone many changes. Those determined its appearance for
many decades, perhaps centuries ahead. But still the soroundings of Kopčany have great potential.
The region is slowly coming to life after a long time. People not only from the surrounding area are
gradually reappearing. We enter the local landscape with respect. Bringing a new life with every
interventions. Supplementing the original historical layers with one more, the current one. Kopčany
don‘t need any enormous projects. All interventions try to be as non-invasive as possible. They are
just laid in the landscape. Interventions enter the landscape almost unnoticed. Nature can breathe
freely. The landscape is not marked by them. It remains intact, untouched ...
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Wooden building. The first of the buildings that will welcome us on the way from Kopčany. A
parking lot for visitors will be built in its place in advance. The building, with its elongated shape,
copies the access route. The building is elevated above the surrounding landscape. It stands on wooden poles. The nature below it can walk freely or it is possible to use this place as a parking space.
All important functions are located on the first floor. An information center with a small library, rooms for guests or for potential researchers, they can also use the laboratories and offices. The view
from the building is oriented to the countryside. To the greenery.

4 • Church

The oldest church in the whole region - the church of sv. Markéta Antiochijská. The spiritual place
makes sense to the whole landscape. It brings nature closer to people. With the help of small interventions around the church, the project seeks to attract local people and tourists. Several times a
year, the church witnesses many cultural events. Benches for tourists and believers are installed in
front of the church. The outdoor pulpit will also allow worship services in the open air.
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3 • Research center
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The long-dilapidated monument is now becoming the memory and legacy of previous generations.
Decades of disinterest have significantly affected the building. However, the building can still serve.
Unrepaired, without major modifications and reconstructions, without roof, doors, windows. Raw,
real. Memento - it will forever remind us its story and the story of the whole region. Cosmetic modifications are omitted, only the stability of the entire structure, especially the ceilings, is adjusted.
Preservation of authenticity. A new function has also been found ... a weather station. Kačenáreň
is now becoming the heart of the landscape and research. Data from IoT sensors are collected here
and sent on to the research center. Unfortunately this proposal will stay only in our minds since the
building itself is already reconstructed ...
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2 • Kačenareň
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5 • Tower

The lookout tower becomes the visual dominant of the region. Verticality. With its 30 meters, it
is an equal partner of the lookout tower on the Czech side in Mikulčice. Over 180 steps will take
you to the highest point in Kopčany. The wooden structure is carried out by one massive concrete
pillar. As with other buildings, the impact on the subsoil is minimal. Using a deep pile that anchors
the entire structure. The years go by and the lookout tower is overgrown with climbing greenery.
It slowly merges with the surroundings ... the transformation is complete. The current landscape is
dominated by a green tower.
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6 • Furniture

Benches, tables, seats. Scattered across the countryside. They appear in the fields, in the meadows,
in the forest. Their different locations and combinations generate different activities. They redu0500d0
ce the scale of the landscape. This makes it easier for local people,
tourists, curious people and
pilgrims to discover Kopčany. An unconventional element are ground-floor lookout towers - low
wooden stages that allow you to observe the landscape, meditate on it, and philosophize.
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7 • Animals

Several interventions are also designed for wildlife. We are gradually trying to bring life back to
the landscape. The distribution and type of objects reflect the occurrence of protected species. From
the smallest beetles to large mammals. The most important component of the local fauna is birds.
In the design part, special care is given to them - field stands for eagles or birdhouses are located in
the landscape. In the local protected bird area we can find, for example, the following species: Alcedo atthis (leďnáček říční), Circus pygargus (moták lužní), Muscicapa striata (lejsek šedý), Falco
cherrug (raroh velký), Ciconia ciconia (čípa bílý), etc.

Landscape

The main effort of the project was to give meaning to the whole landscape. Get rid of unnecessary
non-original layers and give it a natural look again. The agricultural land is disappearing, gradually
being replaced by green flower meadows. The water returns, the landscape acts like a sponge again.
The climate is getting better. The surroundings of Kopčany are greener. Here are some of the recommendations we were inspired by:
• planting draws, windbreaks, anti-erosion belts
• restrictions on non-native species
• new riparian vegetation with the use of the original species
• backfilling of drainage and reclamation channels
there are also two protected areas, which determine the character of the local fauna and flora:
• Záhorské Pomoravie - system of wetlands (canals, swamps, wet meadows)
• Holíčské aluvium Moravy

IoT

Landscape digitization. The landscape stores a huge amount of data and informations. These can be
used for a variety of research, observations, etc. The individual interventions are adapted to this and
each contains several small non-invasive sensors. All Together they make up a huge data network IoT - Internet of Things. All informations are sent and processed on site in the new research center.
The chip system provides a large amount of information of various kinds - weather forecast, long-term research on the number of protected animals, the influence of tourists on the local landscape,
etc. Slovakian Silicon valley is born.
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Phasing

The whole project consists of several
types of interventions. Each has its own
character, size and level of complexity.
Each intervention needs its time. This
transformation is divided into three parts:

2023 spring
church and Kačenareň received new exterior furniture

phase I • 0-3 years
objects that can be installed immediately, their production and placement can be
handled by almost anyone, installation of
smaller objects (benches, observatories,
other furniture)

2023 fall
animal ford across the
river Morava is beign
constructed

2024 summer
wooden observation
tower in the middle of
Kopčany landscape is
finished
2024 fall
IoT devices are being
attached to every intervention in order to collect
data about the environment

2023 summer
planting of the new trees
around the main baroque
axis

phase II • 3-10 years
major interventions, construction of larger
buildings (lookout tower, tourist center),
gradual planting of larger types of trees

2029
scientists are moving
in to the new research
center
2026
center for the research and
tourist center was build in
the heart of Kopčany

2050
ecological succesion turned cultivated landscape
into green sustainable
environment

2036
archeological research is
held in Kopčany

phase III • 0 and more years
longer-term projects, research, gradual
ecological succession of the landscape

phase I

2022 fall
first small objects are
being installed with the
help of locals and volunteers

2022 summer
start of the project

now

phase II

2024 spring
fields around the church are
turning green, the amount
of crops growing there is
getting smaller and smaller
every year

2023 summer
first three pieces of wooden
observatories are emerging
in landscape of Kopčany

2022 winter
first christmas eve at new
Kopčany
new pulpit is installed next
to the church of svatá Markéta Antiochijská

phase III

2024
new tourist and bike routes
were designed
now fully conecting slovak
and czech sides

2023 winter
the meteorological station
is build in the old ruins of
Kačenareň

2024
parking lot was constructed
on the odge of the Kopčany

near future

2045
city of Kopčany and Holíč
prosper a lot thanks to the
tourism and research,
their population is also
slowing growing

2027
population of local endangered species is getting
bigger, numbers of non-original plants and animals are
declinig
2032
big festival is organised by
locals to celebrate the 10th
anniversary of the project

2060
Kopčany landscape is listed
as Slovak National park

